WOD GODZ ATHLETE DISPUTE PROCEDURES 2021:
- All appeals, scoring disputes, discrepancies or questions must be submitted within 60 minutes
following the completion of the heat in which the event in question took place, except that the
dispute must be made within 15 minutes of the heat in the last wod on Sunday. Submissions
made after this deadline will not be considered. Appeals must be made ONLY via the
Competition Corner online system per instructions below. No verbal appeals will be accepted or
considered.
- Only affected athletes, meaning exclusively those in the individual divisions, the team captain
of a team, or the legal guardian representing any athlete under 18 years of age may appeal a
result. No other parties may appeal on behalf of another.
- Athletes may not appeal their own performance based on the judging, scoring, performance or
actions of another athlete or team.
- Signing your individual or team score sheet indicates you are agreeing to your
score and time for the event as shown on that score sheet. Appeals made after a score sheet is
signed will be deemed invalid and rejected.
- Athletes may not protest discrepancies related to the judging, scoring, performance or actions
of another athlete or team.
- For all on-site appeals, event protests, scoring discrepancies or ruling questions the
following process must be used:
-Log into your Competition Corner account (The account associated to your registration).
-Go to "My Competitions"
-Click "Scoring Challenge" for the Wod Godz competition.
-The competing athlete or in the case of a team, their team captain, (no other
athletes or persons may be involved) files the protest digitally at Competition Corner per the
instructions above. The final ruling will be communicated back to the athlete through the online
system.
- The Head Judge and designated Wod Godz staff will then review the facts presented, and
make a ruling.
- Judgment calls made by an Event Judge or the Head Judge during the workout are final and
are not negotiable or subject to change or modification.
- Video, photos, cell phone media or any other media will not be reviewed or considered
by the Head Judge or Wod Godz staff under any circumstance and will not constitute
grounds for changing or modifying a decision, score or entry made by an Event Judge.
Please do not attempt to use video, photos or other media in your appeal.
-The Head Judge and Wod Godz’s staff decisions are final. This includes the right
to remove or disqualify any athlete or team at Wod Godz’s sole and absolute
discretion.
-Nothing in these rules including event protests, scoring discrepancies, event movement
standards, range of motion and judging applications should be read as a limitation on Wod
Godz’s right to run or operate the Wod Godz Event as it sees fit in its sole and absolute
discretion.
- Wod Godz staff shall have final authority on all appeal or protest rulings.

